Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim: No immunity for outlaws regardless of its role in
achieving victory

Baghdad - political editor

\r\n

Head of the National Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, stated that the greatest victory is to
preserve the achievements away from distortion and confusion, stressed that those who break
the law are have no immunity and no one is allowed to abduct the state, despite its role in
achieving victory over terrorism. His eminence praised the victories achieved by the Iraqi
people and the security authorities including Iraqi army, police, popular mobilization
forces, clans and Peshmerga in the face of terrorist Daesh and the near conclusion of
military confrontation.

\r\n

This took place during the annual ceremonial forum at his eminence office for the eighth
memorial of the Hujat al Islam and Muslims Sayyid Abdul Aziz Hakim (sanctify his soul)
Wednesday, May 31, 2017.

\r\n

His eminence expressed his rejection to any postponement to the upcoming parliamentary
elections, pointed out that accepting postponement of the local elections was because of the
current circumstances, yet his eminence rejected any postponement and constitutional vacuum,
and pledged to work within the National Iraqi Alliance and the rest of the political powers
to prepare the next election law at its local and parliamentary allocations and choose a new
council of the electoral commission.

\r\n

His eminence counted administrative and financial corruption more dangerous than terrorism
and its Takfiri Fatwas, pointed that corruption shakes the trust of people in the state and
institutions and instills frustration and skepticism in everyone, and pointed out the need
to expose those who raise the slogan of combating corruption yet they are merged in
corruption. His eminence warned that the region will go to an unknown fate after the current
escalation wave, asked Saudi Arabia and Iran to sit at the dialogue table and take example
from the internal European conflict, which no one won and replaced economic and political
integration, noted that Saudi Arabia and Iran are important Islamic countries on both banks
of the Gulf.

\r\n

In respect of the occasion character the Iraq Dearest (sanctify his soul), his eminence
pointed out a number of personal characteristics of the late on political, social and
-religious levels, indicated that he was schooled by his brothers and accompanied Imam al

Sadr (sanctify his soul), and was present at all political movements at the time of
opposition, made important decisions that were early analysis, his eminence counted the late
a man of the state who often favored strategy over temporary step-by-step tactics, and
indicated that he raised the slogan of national unity and the cohesion of the prophet’s
family followers as a necessity for the cohesion of the nation, raised the slogan of
national reconciliation and partnership among the components, recalling he had adopted of
the issue of taking Iraq out from the Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter and
restoring the indecency of Iraq, made Iraq a bridge for rivals to meet through positive
neutrality without imposing anything on Iraq and without imposing his opinion on any one.

\r\n

His eminence indicated that the Iraq Dearest believes in a state of citizenship that
guarantees the rights of all plus believing in decentralization in its political and
administrative dimensions and understood the nature of Iraqi society and its suffering from
the dictatorial regime, while he possessed regional and international relations through
communication and opened communication with everyone regionally and internationally.
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